Ministry of Business, Enterprise and Cooperatives  
(Business & Enterprise Division)  

Communiqué

2nd Edition of the World Youth Forum, Egypt – 03 to 06 November 2018

The Egyptian Embassy in Mauritius is inviting applications from Mauritian Folk Artists/performers, sculptors and prominent influencers, young leaders and entrepreneurs for the above-mentioned forum to be held in Sharm El-Sheikh, Egypt from 03 to 06 November 2018, under the auspices of his Excellency Mr. Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi, President of the Arab Republic of Egypt.

The World Youth Forum (WYF) is a free fully-funded annual platform which provides prominent influencers, young leaders, entrepreneurs and artists from all over the world, a unique opportunity to engage with top policy-makers in the region and enrich their networking.

Interested candidates may take part in the WYF as an attendee, speaker, model participant, workshop participant or World Youth Theatre participant. Registration may be done directly via the WYF’s website (www.wyfegypt.com) and applicants must make sure to inform the Egyptian Embassy in Mauritius of their application through embassy.mauritius@mfa.gov.eg.

Kindly note that the age limit for participating in the aforementioned event is 40 years and below. Participants will be finalised after a selection exercise undertaken by the Organisers based on the qualifications of the applicants and number of applications received at their level. Also, the Organising Committee of the WYF will bear the costs of airfares from the nearest hub to Egypt and all domestic flights within Egypt, accommodation and local transportation for all the finalised candidates. Attention is brought to the fact that selected participants will have to fund their air tickets from Mauritius to Johannesburg/Dubai (nearest hub).

For any additional information, please consult the WYF’s Website (www.wyfegypt.com) or contact the Egyptian Embassy in Mauritius on 4681722 / 4673025.
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